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FRIENDS OF CHATHAM TRACTION 

The Friends of Chatham Traction was 
formed in March 2007 to restore the sole 
surviving Chatham Traction bus, GKE 68, 
as an educational resource – the Medway 
Heritage Bus. Restoration 
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richard@thebournes.me.uk 01904 766375 

Christmas again. Time for seasonal good 
wishes and thanks as ever for the support. 
 

A Bit of Reflection 
Whilst in many ways to get GKE 68 to its current state 
in 10 years from taking ownership is not a bad record, 
we have to acknowledge that it may feel to all of you as 
though things are dragging on a bit. The devil, as ever, 
is in the detail and always takes longer than you think. 
 

Any restoration exercise needs a lot of control, and 
always raises many questions. What should happen 
next, where and who by? Should we repair or replace a 
particular item? Has any other restoration project 
solved the same problem? Such questions need much 
communication (and time) to answer, and spreading things too widely can be counter-
productive. Our restoration lead players Ian Marsh, Chris Gibbons and Paul Baker are all 
based in different parts of the country and have other obligations and interests besides us! 
 

As we’re now firmly into the detail stage with the restoration we needed a close look at what’s 
left for the Coachworks to do, and what its likely to cost. For the first of those two questions the 
remaining tasks for SEC have, with their input, been listed and categorised. Its still not 
exhaustive, but there’s a lot of stuff they can get on with. Other areas are waiting for decisions 
from us (usually involving some research and enquiries) and/or the supply of material. Help’s 
always useful. James Hodgson, a Faversham resident, 
now helps Ian with whatever mechanical work he 
manages to fit in on his Kentish visits. The offside rear 
brake shoes, complete with new linings and pivot 
bushes, were fitted last week. There are a number of 
items that would make small but significant stand-
alone restoration projects if anyone wants an excuse to 
escape to their shed or workshop! 
 

A couple of photos from early November – the three 
colours seen together inside the bus, and new boards 
for seat cushions and backs. 
 
The Back Story 

At the end of October Wendy, Mike and I visited the Bus Archive at 
Droitwich Spa. This archive was set up in 2018 to be “the memory of the 
bus industry”, and includes documentary material from the Kithead Trust 
and the Omnibus Society. The records held go back to the late 19th century, 
and include official documents from tram systems, many of which, like 

Chatham’s, evolved into bus operation.  For the Chatham company this runs to accounts, 
balance sheets, board meeting minutes, timetables and publicity material. We only made a 
brief half-day visit, but it was sufficient to gain an impression of the depth of information 
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available. Director Philip Kirk had extracted some typical documents ready for us, from which 
we learnt, for example, that each of the GKE batch of buses cost £1813/16/3d. This figure was 
the sum of separate payments authorised to “Metropolitan Cammell Weymann Motor Bodies 
Ltd” for the bodies at £893 each, and to “the Bristol Tramways and Carriage Co. Ltd” for K5G 
type chassis “complete at not exceeding £920/16/3”. The body and chassis expenditures were 
authorised at different Board meetings held on 11th February  and 25th July 1938. The latter 
meeting also authorised expenditure of £25 on a Passenger Shelter at Salter’s Cross……. 
 
Window on the Detail 
The last couple of Updates have described some of the work going on to restore some details of 
the bus. Probably the most numerous 
(and potentially costly) items are those 
forming the drop-window mechanisms. 
Fourteen windows are arranged to allow 
an upper section to be lowered, requiring 
a catch and release mechanism and some 
sliding tracks. These components were 
badly affected by exposure to the 
elements during GKE’s years of storage outdoors, and its been difficult to find a way of 
obtaining replacements. However using our contact network to the full Chris has recently 
visited KT Fabrications in Bognor. This company have made some similar new bus window 
components for other restorations, including Richard Perry’s Southampton Guy, and for the 
Southdown group. A response is expected in January. 
 
Money  
Treasurer Paul from time to time updates our restoration expenditure total. His latest figure is 
roundly £225,000. This includes the early work at Aylesford, and the labour and material costs 
for the structural rebuild, the ongoing coachbuilding, and chassis components dealt with to 
date. The figure is in line with very early estimates provided by people who had paid for similar 
schemes previously. There’s still some way to go, however, and our available funds will need 
further topping-up. The Appeal begun in April is still “live” – do spread the word widely! 
 

Diary Dates 
AGM Reminder 
2020 Annual General Meeting - Saturday 7th March. Following some requests we’ll return this 
time to the Huguenot Museum in Rochester at 95 High Street, ME1 1LX. 14.00 start with a 
summary of the year and (we hope) a special guest. Formal AGM at 15.15. Full details will be 
circulated in February. 
The 2020 South East Bus Festival - Sat 4th April 
Inevitably hopes have been high for a long-awaited reappearance of GKE at this event. 
However given the logistics of extracting the bus from SEC’s workshop and the ongoing detail 
work we’ve decided not to do so. We will, of course, be present in the Emson building. 
 
Situation Filled! Our book-keeping tasks are to be taken over by Gillingham-based Janet 
Dyjak. Janet has for some time undertaken similar responsibilities for the Medway Queen 
Preservation Society. John Croucher will remain as our independent examiner of accounts. 
Another Post: The other half of Paul Kemsley’s input has been to act as Membership 
Secretary. Our Secretary Mike Hodges is willing to take this on for now, but if there’s anyone 
out there who’d like to be involved with the vital tasks of both keeping our list of friends and 
supporters up to date and dealing with membership queries please let me know. I should just 
add that this is a computer-based task. 
And Chris is recovering.... Just to say that our restoration expert and resident engineer 
Chris Gibbons is much better following his heart attack, and is easing back into things. 


